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Chair’s Message

As I wrap-up my final year as the inaugural Chair of the Nawiinginokiima Forest Management Corporation (NFMC), I look back on it with mixed
emotions. They are mixed in the sense that we accomplished many things that we strategically set out to do; however there is much work still to be
accomplished. It is said that patience is a virtue and that certainly rings true as the forestry industry continues to rebuild and reinvent itself.
As I think about the Agency’s accomplishments since its inception, I am most proud of the talented team that NFMC has built. There is no question
that an organization’s greatest resource are its people. The NFMC has assembled a skilled and committed team from its Board of Directors through
Administration and Operations. This strong team will ensure that NFMC continues to plan and build for a successful future.
So what is in the future for the NFMC? The NFMC will ensure that a secure, long-term timber supply is available for our local industry. The NFMC
model ensures that there is long-term stability in tenure and policy. Sustainable silviculture and forest management practices will ensure that the
forests are in good health for generations to come. The NFMC will be an influential leader for our local forest-dependent communities that have a
long-term interest in the overall well-being of Ontario’s forests.
In closing, I would like to quote an excerpt from the 2015 spring edition of the Working Forest; “for years now Canadian forestry has been in a
transformative state. When we look back on this period there will be winner and losers, but the Canadian industry will always prevail as long as it
remembers the values that which has created and sustained it; its people. The individual contractors and forest communities of this country are the
backbone of the industry and in the rush to adapt to a new reality they must not be left behind.”
To learn more about the NFMC, I encourage you to visit our webpage at: nfmcforestry.ca/
Yours Truly,

Daryl Skworchinski
Chair of the Board
Nawiinginokiima Forest Management Corporation

2.

1.0 Background
1.1 Company Overview
The Nawiinginokiima Forest Management Corporation (NFMC) is the first
Ontario local forest management corporation (LFMC) established under the
Ontario
Forest
Tenure
Modernization
Act,
2011
(OFTMA)
(http://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/11o10). Significant time and effort was
given over the past four years to develop this new forest tenure model.

3.
4.
5.

To provide for economic development opportunities for Aboriginal
peoples.
To manage its affairs to become a self-sustaining business entity that
optimizes value from Crown forest resources while recognizing the
importance of local economic development.
To market, sell and enable access to a predictable and competitively
priced supply of Crown forest resources.
To carry out such other objects as may be prescribed by regulation.

The NFMC was established through the passage of Regulation 111/12 under
the Ontario Forest Modernization Act, 2011 (OFTMA) on May 29, 2012, and
represents a significant milestone towards modernizing forest tenure in
Ontario.

The OFTMA provides for the establishment of Ontario LFMCs. As an agent of
the Crown, the Agency is subject to five objects:
1.

The NFMC was established to operate within a defined management area
that includes the communities of the Ojibways of the Pic River First Nation,
Pic Mobert First Nation, the Hornepayne Aboriginal community, and the
municipalities of Marathon, Hornepayne, Manitouwadge and White River.

To hold forest resources licences (FRLs) and manage Crown forests in
accordance with the Crown Forest Sustainability Act, 1994 and to
promote the sustainability of Crown forests.
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The proposed management area is comprised of four forest management
units (FMUs): Big Pic, Pic River, White River and Nagagami Forests. This area
encompasses approximately 1.9 million hectares of productive Crown forest
with an available harvest volume of 2.2 million m³ of merchantable fibre and
435,000 m³ of biomass fibre annually (based on current forest management
plans). During 2014-2015 the NFMC managed the Big Pic and Pic River FMUs
through Forest Resource Licenses (FRLs). The Big Pic Forest, FMU No. 067, is
located within MNRF’s Wawa District in the Northeast Region except for its
most southern tip, which is located in MNRF’s Nipigon District in the
Northwest Region. The Big Pic Forest is situated between the two land bases
of the Pic River Forest, FMU No. 965. The western portion of the Pic River
Forest is located in Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF)
Nipigon District while the eastern portion is located in MNRF’s Wawa
District. The White River and Nagagami management units are not currently
managed by the NFMC.

Mandate

The mandate of the NFMC is as follows:
1. Manage Crown forests sustainably in accordance with the Crown
Forest Sustainability Act, 1994 including the development and
implementation of FMPs;
2. Market and sell available Crown timber in a manner that:
i. creates a cost competitive, affordable, and
accessible supply of Crown timber to the forest
sector;
ii. promotes full utilization and best end use of
available Crown timber;
iii. recognizes importance of local forest businesses
for employment and community stability;
iv. is responsive to changing conditions; and,
v. provides a continuous and predictable supply of
Crown timber.
3. Provide economic benefits to communities dependent on Crown
timber from the management area, including employment and
economic development opportunities in the forest sector;
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Provide for opportunities and greater role for local and Aboriginal
communities in the management of Crown forests;
Promote and attract forest sector investment in the local
management area;
Operate as a self-financing business, which includes establishing an
operating reserve which will ensure continued sustainable in
response to variations in economic cycles;
Reinvest in the forest to improve the Crown forest asset through
the following activities:
i. Intensive silviculture
ii. Training and capacity development for Aboriginal
communities
iii. Forestry research and development
iv. Forest sector marketing and forest product
development
v. Other activities as assigned by the Minister
Advise the MNRF’s Minister on matters related to the forest
industry and forest sector; and
Collect, maintain and provide Crown timber sales and pricing
information.

1.2 Corporate Governance
The Corporation is required to meet all obligations of a Crown Agency and
has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the MNRF
that outlines the accountability relationship of the Agency and the Ministry.
Specifically, the responsibilities of the Minister, Deputy Minister, Chair of the
NFMC, the Board, and the General Manager (GM) are outlined within the
MOU.
The GM is accountable to the Board, through the Chair, for the management
of the Agency’s operations and staff, while ensuring compliance with all
applicable Acts, regulations and directives. The Board, in turn, is
accountable to the Minister, through the Chair, for oversight and
governance of the Agency, setting goals, objectives and strategic direction
for the Agency, also while ensuring compliance with all applicable Acts,
regulations and directives.

Role of the Board

The responsibilities of Board members include:
• Supporting the GM, through approval of the operating budget,
review of progress on strategic initiatives, and assistance in
formulating next steps;
• Reviewing and approval of corporate policies and by-laws,
identification of direction, with a focus on moving towards taking
initiative rather than being reactive;
• Identifying and communication of potential problems growing in
communities, as Directors represent key links between the NFMC
and the communities (in this light, representative directors are to
be kept informed of NFMC higher level activity with their
constituents, e.g., meeting with Chief-in-Council or Mayor-inCouncil);
• Involvement in communications with communities, e.g., attending
meetings with community members;
• Managing political affairs, e.g., connections with the Minister; and
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•

Meeting the expectation to be knowledgeable, engaged, and
present at Board meetings.

1.3 Board Committees
In accordance with the OFTMA, the Board has established four standing
committees:

Board of Directors

In January and February 2013, the inaugural Board of Directors was
appointed through the Public Appointments Secretariat process. Current
Board membership includes representatives from the communities of
Marathon, Manitouwadge, White River, Pic Mobert First Nation and two
members-at-large who broaden its functional knowledge base and
experience. The NFMC continues its recruitment efforts to fill vacant
member positions for the community of Hornepayne and Pic River First
Nation.

Audit and Finance Committee

The Audit and Finance Committee is responsible for ensuring appropriate
controls and accountabilities exist within the Agency with respect to audit,
finance and areas of material risk.
Chair: Tina Forsyth
Members: Grant Goodwin, Gaetan Malette, John MacGillivray

Governance Committee
There are currently six NFMC Board members in place and their tenures are
listed below:
Member Name
Daryl Skworchinski

Position

Tenure

Chair

01-Feb-2013 to 31-Jan-2016

Grant Goodwin

Vice Chair

20-Feb-2013 to 24-Mar-2018

Raymond Boudreau

Member

01-Feb-2013 to 31-Jan-2016

Tina Forsyth

Member

23-Jan-2013 to 22-Jan-2017

Gaetan Malette

Member

23-Jan-2013 to 22-Jan-2017

Donald Fry
Member
Figure 1. Current NFMC Board Members

The Governance Committee provides advice and recommendations on
governance matters, including board vacancies.
Chair and Members: To be determined

01-Feb-2013 to 31-Jan-2017

Collectively, the Board provides expertise in such areas as business
administration, government relations, economic development, finance,
forestry, Aboriginal and local issues.
The Board is currently recruiting members from the Pic River First Nation
and the community of Hornepayne and hopes to add new members in 20152016.
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Performance Management and Human Resources
Committee

The Performance Management and Human Resources Committee provides
advice and recommendations on matters relating to performance
management and human resources.
Chair and Members: To be determined

Advisory Committees

Also in accordance with the OFTMA, the Board has established a Stakeholder
Advisory Committee whose membership will consist of individuals other
than members of the Board. The Stakeholder Advisory Committee is
intended to provide advice and recommendations to the Board on matters
related to the Agency such as community interests or opportunities and
forest industry expertise.
Chair and Members: To be determined
The NFMC will continue to work on developing terms of references and
membership for the Stakeholder Advisory Committee and other Board
committees in 2015-2016.

2.0 Description of Activities
After many years of decline, the Ontario forestry industry has demonstrated
positive signs of recovery as prices of forest products continue to increase
and mills re-open. While there are still many challenges to face going
forward, the forecast is for continued improvement.

FRLs for the Big Pic and Pic River Forests were issued to the NFMC by the
MNRF effective April 1, 2013. Forestry activities on these Forests are carried
out under the authority of an approved forest management plan (FMP). The
Big Pic Forest’s FMP cycle is 2007 – 2017 and the Pic River Forest’s FMP cycle
is 2013 – 2023. These activities are subject to an Independent Forest Audit
(IFA) every five years and the audit results are tabled in the Ontario
legislature and made available to the public. The NFMC’s commitment to
sustainability continued as the company sought and successfully obtained
third party certification in September 2014 for the Big Pic Forest.
It is envisioned that the Big Pic and Pic River Sustainable Forest Licenses
(SFLs) will be issued to the NFMC in 2016-2017. The NFMC business plan for
the SFL’s has been approved and the NFMC is working with the MNRF to
ensure we meet this timeline. Discussions on the acquisition of the White
River and Nagagami SFLs started in 2014 and have been ongoing since. The
management of the NFMC has met with White River and Nagagami Forests
SFL holders on several occasions in various locations (White River,
Hornepayne, Thunder Bay, Toronto, etc.). Discussions to date suggest that
the current SFL holders are supportive of the NFMC.
One of the priorities of the NFMC management team was to restore the
relationship between the NFMC and its stakeholders. During the 2014-2015
fiscal year, the NFMC worked persistently to engage representatives from
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local municipalities and First Nations (FNs) and to develop MOA’s with the
forest industry. The NFMC’s current management recognized the need for
trust and transparency when dealing with communities and its forest
industry partners. For example during 2015-2016 the NFMC held board
meetings in the member communities, made presentations to municipal
councils and local citizen committees, held regular operations meetings with
contractors and mills to develop harvest plans and consulted the forest
industry in developing the budget for the upcoming year. These efforts are
starting to show results and are expected to yield dividends in 2015-2016
and beyond.
During the 2014-2015 fiscal year, 525,000 m³ of wood were delivered from
the Big Pic and Pic River Forests to receiving mills. This compares to 509,000
m³ of wood in 2013-14. The primary customers were AV Terrace Bay Inc.,
Olav Haavaldsrud Timber Co. Ltd., Levesque Plywood Limited, and White
River Forest Products. The majority of volume was delivered by three
primary contractors on the land base, B&M Hauling Ltd., AMIK Logging
Limited Partnership/Lecours Lumber, and AV Terrace Bay Inc.

2.1 Staffing, Office Establishment and Health and
Safety
The 2014-2015 fiscal year saw the transition to a fully functioning Crown
Agency with its own staff and the opening of its central office in Marathon.

General Manager
Carmelo Notarbartolo was hired as the NFMC’s first full-time General
Manager (GM) in February 2014. The GM, reporting to the Board of
Directors, is responsible for the day-to-day management of the NFMC. The
GM is also responsible for developing and implementing the operational
plan for the Agency and has the flexibility to determine whether delivery of
the operational plan is completed by in-house staff or through service
providers based on its individual business conditions.
The NFMC has established its own human resource and procurement
policies and is directly responsible for the terms and conditions of
employment and health and safety in accordance with its human resource
policies and applicable provincial and federal legislation and subject to
approval by the Board. The NFMC is subject to all applicable Government of
Ontario directives.
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Office Location

Superior North. Also present were local FN Chiefs, Mayors, industry partners
and the public.
The contact information and mailing address for the NFMC is:
Nawiinginokiima Forest Management Corporation
P.O. Box 1479
22 Peninsula Road
Marathon, ON P0T 2E0
Phone: 807-229-8118
Website: www.nfmcforestry.ca

Staff Numbers
Beginning in October of 2013, permanent NFMC staff began to assume the
roles and responsibilities previously performed by interim MNRF support
staff.
During the 2014-2015 fiscal year, additional management,
administrative, operational and technical staff were hired to support the
NFMC’s ongoing operations.
Attendees (left to right): Don Fry (Board Member NFMC), Daryl Skworchinski
(Chair of NFMC Board), Roy Michano (Ojibways of Pic River), Gaetan Malette
(Board Member NFMC), Hon. Michael Gravelle (Minister Northern
Development & Mines), Ray Boudreau (Board Member NFMC), Tina Forsyth
(Board Member NFMC),Carmelo Notarbartolo (General Manager NFMC),
Morley Forster (Mayor Township of Hornepayne), Grant Goodwin (Vice-chair
NFMC Board), Rick Dumas (Mayor Town of Marathon)
In June 2013, the Board of Directors selected the Town of Marathon as the
preferred location for its office and began working with the community to
finalize arrangements for the proposed office location. An interim lease
agreement was executed effective October 15, 2013 with a long term lease
arrangement being completed in October 2014. The NFMC celebrated the
opening of its permanent office in Marathon on December 17th, 2014.
Present at the ribbon-cutting ceremony was the Honourable Michael
Gravelle, Minister of Northern Development and Mines; MPP Thunder Bay –

It is expected that NFMC will require additional staff to support the activities
of forest management, marketing and selling of wood, and forest
compliance in preparation for the issuance of all SFLs to the NFMC. The
NFMC will determine the appropriate mix of permanent and contract staff to
be flexible enough to meet varying forest management planning and
operational demands of the applicable forest management units at different
times in the forest management planning cycle. This flexibility will also be an
important tool for the GM to manage costs and operational risks associated
with the current business climate in the NFMC management area.

Organizational Chart
The NFMC is still growing and is in the process of determining its
employment needs going forward.
The organizational chart below
represents the positions within the company in 2014-2015 to manage the
Big Pic and Pic River forests. The use of contract staff versus full time,
permanent NFMC employees is being constantly evaluated. Additional
positions may be filled dependent on Agency needs, financial resources, and
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the timing of transition of the Nagagami and White River Forest SFLs.
During 2014-2015, the NFMC employed a contractor for its Operations
Manager position and has also initiated a process to fill the Forestry
Coordinator position.

safe work practices in forestry, the NFMC has established a partnership with
Workplace Safety North to provide complimentary health and safety training
courses to the various stakeholders on its land base.

2.2 Forest Management and Operations
FRLs for the Big Pic and Pic River Forests were issued to the NFMC effective
April 1, 2013 and the Agency began assuming forest management and
operational responsibilities under the conditions of those licences.
During 2014-2015, the NFMC continued to establish appropriate
mechanisms and structures to ensure ongoing activities associated with
forest management planning, forest renewal and forest operations including
harvesting and road construction and maintenance.

Figure 2. NFMC organizational chart

Health and Safety Program

The management of the NFMC is committed to the health and safety of its
employees and all who are involved in forestry and silviculture operations on
its land base. The NFMC is also committed to having an accident-free
workplace through effective administration, education and training. To
honor these commitments and to comply with provincial legislation and the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (1990), the NFMC achieved a major
milestone by having its comprehensive Health & Safety Program (H&SP)
audited and endorsed in March 2015 by Workplace Safety North. The NFMC
considers its H&SP an evergreen document and will make continued efforts
to update its H&SP as required to ensure continued employee and
contractor safety on its land base. To further cement its H&SP and promote

The management team for the NFMC has encountered a number of
challenges since being appointed in the spring of 2014. The challenges and
issues have persisted since the start-up of NFMC in 2013. Under the new
management team the NFMC is transforming to proactive planning based on
knowledge of actual forest conditions, this is a change from prior forest
management practices. The IFA which took place in 20014-2015 highlighted
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many of the shortfalls that occurred under the previous management
regime.
A summary of problems the management team encountered and how the
NFMC is mitigating various challenges and issues is included in Appendix I of
the report.

2.3 Forest Certification and Environmental Policy
Forest Certification

Environmental Policy

The NFMC recognizes environmental protection as one of our guiding
principles and a key component of sound business performance. The Board
of Directors developed an Environmental Policy in June 2013. As part of the
Environmental Policy for the NFMC, a commitment was made to providing
quality forest products and related services in a manner that ensures a safe
and healthy workplace for employees and minimizes the potential impact on
the environment. In addition, the NFMC will operate in compliance with all
relevant federal, provincial and municipal environmental legislation and
strives to use pollution prevention and environmental best practices.

In the spring of 2013, the NFMC initiated a process to obtain certification for
one of its licensed areas (the Big Pic Forest) in partnership with its main
customer, AV Terrace Bay. The pre-assessment audit was conducted in June
2013 and the full forest management assessment was conducted in
November 2013. The NFMC received the draft audit report in February
2014. After addressing issues identified in the audit report, the NFMC
achieved third party forest certification in September of 2014. As noted by
the Chair of NFMC’s Board of Directors, “obtaining … certification on the Big
Pic Forest clearly demonstrates our commitment to manage our forests
sustainably, support our industry partners, and help facilitate local
community and First Nation economic development.” The NFMC is planning
to start the process to seek certification for the Pic River Forest in 2016.
The environmental policy states that the NFMC will:
• integrate the consideration of environmental concerns and impacts
into all of our decision making and activities,
• promote environmental awareness among our employees and
encourage them to work in an environmentally responsible manner,
• train, educate and inform our employees about environmental
issues,
• where required by legislation or where significant health, safety or
environmental hazards exist, develop and maintain appropriate
emergency and spill response plans,
• regularly communicate our environmental program to our clients,
customers and the public and encourage them to support it,
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•

•

commit to the advancement of sustainable forest management
practices and to the pursuit of certification on the NMFC
management area, and
strive to continually improve our environmental performance by
periodically reviewing our environmental policy in light of our
current and planned future activities.

2.5 Forest Product Markets
Until 2005 the proposed management area for the NFMC had enjoyed over a
decade of healthy market conditions. Over 11 facilities relied on the area as
an important source of supply, including two pulp mills, one paper mill, four
large sawmills and four panel board mills. Annual supply from the
management area peaked in 2005 at approximately 2.3 million m³. By 2009,
six of the main fibre consumers had shut-down or had been indefinitely idled
and the annual harvest volume had fallen to just over 200,000 m³. While
some harvesters were able to find alternative, more distant markets during
that period, activity on all four management units was significantly
depressed and the forests struggled to remain economically viable.
“Over the past year [the] Nawiinginokiima Forest Management
Corporation was successful in tackling a number of very challenging
projects, such as reinvigorating the silviculture program and
increasing the number of harvest operations, (and the overall
harvest), on the two Forests.” Norm Stephenson, Columbia Forest
Products (Levesque)

2.4 Start-up Funding
In March of 2013, after consultation with the Forestry Futures Committee
and the NFMC interim Board of Directors, the disbursement criteria and
application process for the LFMC Conversion Program was established by the
MNRF. During 2014-2015 the NFMC received disbursements from this fund
for $905,000, the balance from the 2013-2014 funding agreement. This
funding was used to support the start-up and establishment costs for the
NFMC consistent with the terms of the LFMC Conversion Program. Further
details on start-up expenditures are provided in Sections 3.3 and 4.0. The
initial funding agreement covered the period up to March 31, 2014. The
NFMC signed a funding agreement on March 31, 2015 with the MNRF for
$1.6 million to cover 2014-2015 activities. It is expected NFMC will sign
another funding agreement in 2015-2016. The new funding agreement will
cover the period up to the granting of the SFL to the NFMC, which is hoped
to occur before the end of 2015-2016.

The recovery in lumber demand and the restart of the Terrace Bay pulp mill
by AV Terrace Bay has served as a catalyst for the other softwood sawmills in
the region. Demand for softwood saw logs and chips from the NFMC
management area continued to increase. In 2014-2015, the NFMC
management area supplied over 525,000 m³ of wood and had six main
customers. The NFMC is encouraged that major capital expenditures are
planned by its core customers which will increase their efficiency and
demand for wood from the management area. Harvesting capacity was also
increasing during this period, largely due to the restart of the Terrace Bay
pulp mill and the addition of a contractor to supply the Lecours mill in
Hearst. The NFMC is moving forward on strategic initiatives to increase
contractor capacity further in 2015-2016., specifically through arrangements
that support local and First Nation economic development.
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2.6 Community Engagement
During the 2014-2015 fiscal year, the NFMC has been working hard to
establish a strong foundation to allow it to move forward with its objects
and mandate to support local and aboriginal economic development.

The Board has made efforts to rotate its Board meetings within the local
communities and meet with community leaders and their councils to provide
updates on the NFMC and its operations. The NFMC has also taken a
proactive approach for the development of its Procurement Policy and
shared a draft with representatives from local and Aboriginal communities
for review and comment.
The NFMC entered into an agreement with a major harvesting contractor on
the management area to harvest and deliver wood on behalf of the NFMC.
At the request of NFMC’s main customers, the harvesting contractor is
developing plans to expand capacity from 440,000 m³/year to 550,000
m³/year with the support of NFMC.
In addition, the NFMC is in the midst of negotiating a harvesting contract
that would see full time employment created for a local First Nation. The
arrangement is proposed to increase the supply from the Pic River forest and
has provided sufficient comfort to allow the First Nation to move forward

with a significant capital investment to purchase harvesting equipment.
Deliveries are expected to start in 2015-2016.

Over the coming year, the NFMC will continue to engage with First Nations,
communities and other key stakeholders to develop meaningful strategies
and programs to achieve the objects of the Agency’s mandate.

Forest Tenure Modernization Oversight Group

The MNRF has established a multi-party Oversight Group to provide advice
and recommendations to the Minister (through the Deputy) with regards for
forest tenure modernization. The NFMC has been represented on the
Oversight group since its inception in 2014. The board of the NFMC
recommended vice chair Grant Goodwin, who was approved and appointed
by the Deputy Minister. The Oversight Group meets approximately four
times a year, normally in Toronto. In addition, Grant Goodwin has
participated on several sub-groups of the Oversight Group related to one of
the major projects of the Oversight Group – The Review of Forest Tenure
Models.
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2.7 Key Decisions and Accomplishments of the Board
The 2014-2015 fiscal year was active for the Board of Directors. Nine Board
meetings were held to discuss a broad range of topics associated with the
operation and strategic direction of the Agency.
Key Board activities in 2014-2015 include:
• Appointed permanent CFO and CEO
• Established Terms of Reference for Audit and Finance Committee
• Reviewed and approved Corporate Social Responsibility Charter/
Code of Conduct
• Approved Industrial Road Agreement with Ministry of
Transportation (MTO)
• Reviewed and approved NFMC’s Hours of Work and Overtime
Policy
• Approved NFMC’s Health and Safety Program
• Approved GM’s signature of Certification Agreement with the
Rainforest Alliance
• Approved 2013-2014 Annual Report
• Approved 2013-2014 BDO Financial Audit Report
• Reviewed and approved NFMC’s Accounts Receivable Policy
• Approved 2014-2015 and 2015- 2016 budgets
• Initiated the recruitment process for a new Board member to fill
Hornepayne vacancy
• Reviewed and approved By-Law #3
• Reviewed and approved NFMC office lease
• Approved submission of 2015-2016 SFL Business Plan to MNRF
• Approved NFMC’s Procurement Policy
• Reviewed and approved the Harvesting Subcontractor Agreement
• Reviewed and approved the Capacity Building Agreement with a
local r First Nation.
The Board agreed to four important strategic initiatives during 2014-2015
that will set up the NFMC operations for future years. The first was the
approval of a proposed memorandum of agreement (MOA) to be used with
NFMC’s forest industry customers who have Crown commitments on the

management area. The second was a Harvesting Subcontractor Agreement
that allowed the largest contractor on the management area to increase
capacity to supply the growing demand from local mills. Third was the First
Nation Capacity Building Agreement that will create harvesting and
economic development opportunities for the community. The fourth
initiative was the Industrial Road Agreement with the MTO to assume
responsibility for maintenance of the 93 km road between Caramat and
Manitouwadge.
The Board met throughout 2014-2015, including the following:
Date
Location
May 6, 2014
Terrace Bay
June 17, 2014
Hornepayne
July 29, 2014
Teleconference
Sept 16, 2014
Pic River FN
Sept 29, 2014
Teleconference
November 5, 2014
Marathon
December 15, 2014
Teleconference
December 18, 2014
Marathon
Feb 18, 2015
Marathon

3.0 Analysis of Performance
3.1 Performance Measures
The NMFC will continue to develop operational performance measures and
targets to ensure the achievement of its goals and objectives as well as
achievement of the objectives for the Agency (as described in the OFTMA).
The NFMC’s preliminary performance measures and achievements are
outlined in the table below (Figure 3).
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Goal
1. World class forest
management company

Performance measure
•
•

2. Becoming financially self
sufficient

•
•

3. Extending scope of usage

•
•

•

4. Meeting governance
requirements

•
•
•
•
•

Are the forests being managed
sustainably as per audits/
certification standards, etc.?
Has the renewal program met or
exceeded the commitments made
in the approved FMP?

Standard/Target

2014-2015 Achievements

All forests certified by
2016/2017.

Achieved third party certification on the
Big Pic Forest in Sept 2014.

Favourable audit findings.

Completed preparation work and
supported the 2014 Big Pic Independent
Forest Audit.

Does the NFMC have sufficient
cash flow to support its operations
Has an appropriately sized
operating reserve been
established?

$200,000 to $500,000 of
free cash flow.
$2.5 million operating
reserve by year end
2015/2016.

Have commitment volumes been
made available and/or utilized?
Has wood been made available to
new entrants? How much? Has
NFMC moved closer to a more
economically efficient system for
wood allocation and pricing?
Has utilization of available timber
over operational period improved
and/or new markets been
developed?

100 percent of commitment
volume made available.

Have government directives been
followed (i.e. AEAD)
Completion of Annual Business
Plan
Risk Assessment Evaluation
Annual Report
In addition to the AEAD, all
classified agencies must adhere to:
i. Accountability Directive
ii. Advertising Content Directive

All reports submitted on
time.

Percentage of wood made
available to open market
customers.

Developed plan to address historic
silviculture obligation.
Cash on hand at Mar 31/2015 of $1.3
million.
Board passed its operating reserve and
temporary investments by-law in
November 2014.
Transferred $300,000 to the
operating reserve in 2014-2015
Commitment volumes made available but
not fully utilized due to operational factors
and conditions facing certain customers.
Supported wood requirements of new/reopened mills in and around the NFMC
management area

Positive utilization trends.
Positive trend in utilization with ~ 525,000
m³ flowing in 2014-2015 which represents
a 16,000 m³ increase from the year
before.
Timely submission of Annual Report, SFL
Business Plan, and Agency Business
Plan to MNRF.

Posting of reports to NFMC
website.

Posted reports to website; including
travel, meal and hospitality expenses to
100 percent compliance with website for public disclosure
directives.
Developed NFMC by-law related to
operating reserve, and NFMC internal
Development of relevant
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iii. Delegation of Authority Key
Directive (MOF)
iv. Government Appointees
Directive
v. Travel, Meal and Hospitality
Expenses Directive

5. Building new local forest
related industry

•

Have local economic development
opportunities been
created/supported by NFMC
operations?

NFMC policies.

policies to support operations
(procurement, accounts receivable, etc.).

Creation of Governance
Committee to report to
Board.

Continuing to develop terms of reference
for the Governance Committee and
further policies for implementation in
2015-2016
Establish benchmarks for
Moved forward on several strategic
current levels. Targets to be initiatives consistent with NFMC objects
(Agreements related to the industrial
determined.
road, harvesting subcontractors, and First
Nation capacity building.
Joined FPInnovations

6. Establishing a new baseline
for First Nation engagement

•
•

7. Engaging the community in
forestry

•

How have communities interests
been represented by NFMC
operations and decisions?
Have First Nation economic
development opportunities been
developed?

Establish benchmark for
current levels.
Targets to be determined.

Began development of NFMC strategic
initiative policy to support other possible
strategic initiatives for 2015-2016 and
beyond
Moved forward on strategic initiatives
related to road maintenance and
harvesting capacity with a local First
Nation

How have communities interests
been represented by NFMC
operations and decisions?

Number of events attended
Number of newspaper
articles

Held one Board meeting in the
community of the Ojibways of Pic River
First Nation Various meetings throughout
2014-2015 with Chiefs, Councillors and
Band members of local Aboriginal
communities
Staff attended 5 of community events and
tradeshows across the region in 20142015.
Various articles related to NFMC in the
Marathon Mercury, Working Forest, and
Northern Ontario Business.

Figure 3. NFMC Preliminary Performance Measures
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Lecours Lumber Co. Ltd
Levesque Plywood Ltd
Longlac Lumber Inc
Olav Haavaldsrud Timber
Co. Ltd
Tembec Chapleau
Tembec Hearst
White River Forest
Products

Hearst
Hearst
Longlac

SPF Lumber
Poplar Veneer
SPF Lumber

Hornepayne
Chapleau
Hearst

SPF Lumber
SPF Lumber
SPF Lumber

White River

SPF Lumber

Figure 4. Mills that Received Fibre from NFMC from 2013-2015

NFMC Booth at Forestry Expo hosted by Nishnawbe Aski Development
Fund in Thunder Bay

3.2 Operational Performance
During the 2014-2015 fiscal year, the volume harvested on the land base was
approximately 525,000 m³ which represents 76 percent of its forecasted
harvest volume of 690,800 m³ for the year. Volumes were lower primarily
due to slower than anticipated deliveries from one major customer and
lower demand for biomass. The deliveries to sawmills were 109 percent of
the forecast, this does not include additional volumes harvested but not
delivered by March 31, 2015. The variance in harvesting and wood
deliveries did not present a material impact to the NFMC cash flow as
expenditures were also lower than forecast due to delays in establishing the
office, hiring of permanent NFMC staff, and careful cash management
strategies. As a result of the delays in preparing the funding agreement, The
NFMC curtailed or delayed a number of planned projects to preserve funds
on hand. The NFMC sells, or enables the following mills to buy or access
fiber from the Big Pic and Pic River Forests.
Mill
AV Terrace Bay
Capital Power Corporation

Location
Terrace Bay
Calstock

The volume delivered from NFMC was primarily from the Big Pic Forest. The
NFMC is developing plans to increase access to volume from the Pic River
Forest. NFMC’s work with a local First Nation should result in full utilization
of the forest when planned harvesting operations commence in 2015-2016
and increasing access to blocks for other contractors.
The 2014-2015 Provincial Forest Access Roads Program included a 24
percent reduction from the previous year’s level. Available funding under
the Provincial Forest Access Roads program of $1.1 million was fully utilized
in 2014-2015 to support eligible road construction and maintenance
activities on the Big Pic and Pic River Forests.
As part of its broader mandate, the NFMC entered into projects that
contribute to local economic development goals. The NFMC has entered
into an agreement to assume responsibility for the maintenance of the
Caramat-Manitouwadge Industrial Road with the MTO. This 93 kilometre
road is an important access route between Manitouwadge and the
community of Caramat, located in the municipality of Greenstone. The road
was closed five years ago following a major washout and left unrepaired.
The NFMC hired a local First Nation contractor to perform road maintenance
while at the same time providing an economic opportunity to the First
Nation's community.

Product
Pulp/Biomass
Biomass
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“I am absolutely thrilled that an agreement has been reached to
ensure that Caramat Road will reopen to public traffic. I’d like to
thank the Nawiinginokiima Forest Management Corporation,
Ministers Murray and Del Duca as well as everyone who helped to
make this agreement possible. This is certainly exciting news for me
and many residents of my riding.”
The Honourable Minister Michael Gravelle, MPP Thunder BaySuperior North

Figure 5. Compare Actual Silvicultural Activities versus FMP for 2014-2015

Forest management activities were carried out with support from qualified
service providers to facilitate ongoing forest operations including any
required amendments to the forest management plans and revisions to
annual work schedules.

The NFMC is working to ensure the forest renewal programs are carried out
as planned under the forest management plans. The 2014-2015 program
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was planned by the MNRF before the current management team was in
place. In some areas (i.e. aerial tending) NFMC notably under-achieved
compared to the FMP targets due to planning issues from improper initial
scheduling of treatments for July and August which is outside their viability
window.
In other areas (i.e. Pic River Forest tree plant) the
underachievement is attributable to lower than planned harvest levels which
means less area needed treatment. Following the recruitment of permanent
staff, the NFMC has been active in ensuring appropriate data and
information is available to facilitate more timely procurement of services for
the delivery of the upcoming renewal programs. One of the NFMC’s
management’s first priorities was to improve its renewal program. The
management of the NFMC has reviewed the silviculture practices and
identified a number of shortcomings (also identified in the 2014 Big Pic
Independent Forest Audit). In response, the NFMC has developed new
strategies to ensure that the renewal program will meet objectives set out in
the approved FMPs (i.e. timely treatment of harvest blocks, Free to Grow
surveys, etc.).

In 2014-2015 the NFMC management team was able to positively impact
some planned activities (i.e. tree planting and mechanical site preparation)
and therefore the 2014-2015 renewal program represents an improvement

in area treated over the previous five years. The program included the
following activities:
Mechanical Site Prep (ha)
Angle Blading (ha)
Stock Production (trees)
Planting (trees)
Supplemental Aerial Photography (ha)

2,549 ha
505 ha
3,850,000 trees
4,286,200 trees
16,838 ha

The Independent Forest Audit (IFA) for the Big Pic Forest for the period
covering April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2014 (which includes four years of
operations prior to the establishment of the NFMC) was completed in the
fall of 2014. The final approved audit findings indicated serious issues with
the management of the Big Pic Forest before the NFMC management team
was in place. A series of recommendations for corrective actions will be
directed to both the MNRF and the NFMC under the audit report. The NFMC
remains committed to working with the MNRF to address the
recommendations outlined in the final audit report. The NFMC has been
proactive and identified many of the issues raised by the IFA and corrected
many of the findings before the audit commenced (see Figure 3).
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3.3 Financial Performance
The Audit and Finance Committee was active during the reporting period,
approving financial statements, budgets, draft business plans, etc. The Audit
and Finance Committee is drafting, for approval by the Board in 2015-2016,
a policy related to strategic initiatives to help guide the GM and Board in
considering future proposals and projects that NFMC may be able to
support to further its objects.
The Agency appointed an independent auditor to review the accounts and
financial transactions of the Agency for 2014-2015 (see Section 5.0). The
NFMC is a Crown Agency and operates on a non-profit basis and is exempt
from income taxes under the federal Income Tax Act. Note, for comparison
purposes, the prior year’s audit included an extended period (14 month
period ending March 31, 2014) to cover any financial activities accrued by
the Agency in the 2012-2013 fiscal year. During the 2012-2013 fiscal year
the NFMC had limited operations and financial activity to report and did not
produce financial statements as part of its first Annual Report.

Balance Sheet

The NFMC increased its cash position to $1.3 million during the 2014-2015
audit period. The balance of accounts receivable at the end of the audit
period was $3.8 million composed of funding from the Forestry Futures Trust
Fund (FFTF) ($1.6 million), the MNRF’s Roads Program funds ($477,000),
stumpage fees ($1,135,000) and trade receivables ($608,000). Trade
receivables include administration and permit fees receivable from various
mill customers and overlapping licensees.
The NFMC moved into its permanent office in 2014-2015, the Agency
invested $20,000 in leasehold improvements and $93,000 in furniture and
fixtures as part of the required renovations. The NFMC acquired additional
computer and software valued at $34,000 during the audit period.
Equipment is recorded at cost less accumulated amortization.
Liabilities at year end were $2.8 million and are primarily related to the
accrued Crown dues including deliveries in January-March 2015 but not
billed until after the year end ($1.3 million), Forest Access Roads funds
received by NFMC and repayable to the industry ($1.4 million). The trade
payables total $189,000 and accrued wages total $21,000.

Revenues

Revenues from administrative fees and forest renewal charges are
recognized when wood is delivered. Revenues from the MNRF’s Provincial
Forest Access Roads Program were recognized when the invoice was
submitted for reimbursement.
During the year, the NFMC worked with its core customers as they dealt with
cash flow and other operational challenges. To support its customers, the
NFMC deferred collecting Crown dues until the mills were able to address
their operating challenges. This has resulted in an accounts receivable for
stumpage fees of $1,135,000 as of March 31, 2015 as compared to $695,649
for the year prior.
The NFMC has since received payment of the
outstanding dues and the mills continue to operate – confirming the NFMC
board and management made a prudent decision.

The total revenue for the period, including funding from the LFMC
Conversion Program totalled $4,334,195.
Operating revenues from
administration and similar fees for the audit period were $499,721. The
funding from the LFMC Conversion Program was $1,600,000 (receivable at
year end). Roads funding for the audit period was $1,850,773 which
includes funds received from the forest access roads program and the
agreement with the MTO to maintain the Industrial Road.
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Expenditures

Wages and benefit costs incurred during the audit period totalled $530,991,
the first year where the NFMC employed its full-time management team.
The Board of Director expenses totalled $55,821, a reduction from the
previous year as many of the start-up activities were completed in the
previous year. The NFMC also incurred contractor services expenses to
support management activities of $158,417.
The largest expenditure during the period was road construction and
maintenance costs totalling $1,878,907, the majority of the costs were
recovered during the year. Forest management costs, including renewal
treatments amounted to $309,482 (the majority of renewal activities were
funded by direct contractor reimbursement by the Forest Renewal Trust).

The NFMC incurred professional fees of $44,034 for the preparation of
audited financial statements and legal and accounting advice to support
various agreements and corporate decisions. The NFMC opened its
permanent office in 2014-2015 and incurred office related expenses of
$49,062, including rent. Additional expenditures included forest certification
costs of $21,000 to maintain certification on the Big Pic Forest.
In comparison to the previous year’s statements, 2014-2015 represents a full
year of operations while 2013-2014 the company was primarily under
interim MNRF management. Costs and expenditures in 2013-2014, including
related salary and benefits, associated with the work of the transition
manager appointed by the MNRF and any other MNRF staff to support the
operationalization of the Agency were paid by the Ministry.
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4.0 The Path Ahead
Priorities for 2015-2016 will be the continued growth of the NFMC and the
development of a corporate culture that focuses on productivity, efficiency,
transparency, professionalism, and creating synergies. An important part of
the growth and development of the NFMC is the issuance of the SFLs for the
Big Pic and Pic River management units, and the transfer of the SFLs for
Nagagami, and White River units. The management and Board will continue
to engage the MNRF and/or applicable forest companies to develop an
agreement for the assumption of the SFLs. The NFMC’s goal is to have the
SFLs issued/transferred before the end of 2015-2016. The focus will be on
starting the process for the issuance of the licenses for the Big Pic and Pic
River in the first half of 2015-2016, followed by Nagagami and White River.

plan be implemented to meet the 2019 target. It is expected that the NFMC
will prepare contingency plans for the individual forest management units
before completing an amalgamated forest management plan.
The
contingency plans will bridge the current planning cycles and allow the
NFMC to align the two units into a single plan. The below figure presents a
graphical depiction of the Big Pic Forest's and Pic River Forest's forest
management planning cycle and the proposed timing of contingency plans
to align the two planning schedules (C.P.=contingency plan).

The NFMC’s management team will continue to build on the foundational
work done by the MNRF and work toward developing the most efficient and
effective operations in the region. The NFMC will work with its contractors
to develop cost effective silviculture treatments that enhance forest health
and productivity. The NFMC will work with harvesting contractors and
receiving mills to ensure wood is delivered on time and at competitive
prices, as well as working to maximize the value of the forest resource.
In 2015-2016, the NFMC will begin the process of preparing the
amalgamated FMP for the Big Pic and Pic River Forests. The Big Pic Forest’s
planning cycle is 2007 – 2017 and the Pic River Forest’s planning cycle is
2013 – 2023. In order to amalgamate these two forests the forest
management planning cycles must align. Contingency plans have been the
proposed mechanism to align these two schedules. The target date for
implementing the new forest and its forest management plan is April 1,
2019.
To meet the April 1, 2019 target date, it was suggested by MNRF that
following the completion of the Big Pic Forest’s 2007-2017 FMP a two year
contingency plan be implemented to meet the 2019 target. The Pic River
Forest plan would then end after Phase I in 2018 and a one year contingency

Figure 6. Big Pic and Pic River FMP Cycle and Proposed Timing of
Contingency Plans
Operational benefits may also be achieved from the proposed
amalgamation. For example, forest harvesting and silviculture operations
across one administrative land base would allow for efficiencies in planning,
scheduling, and implementing operations. This would result in cost savings
for NFMC, MNRF, and industry stakeholders. Following a single forest
management plan, there would be lesser contractor confusion related to
following Area of Concern prescriptions, conditions on regular operations,
and Silviculture Ground Rule treatments.
This would improve
comprehension of compliance standards across SFL and MNRF staff.
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As the NFMC assumes additional responsibilities the process to hire new
staff will continue. The management of the NFMC believes its staff are the
Agency’s greatest asset. The NFMC will work to create an environment that
encourages each staff member to achieve their full potential by encouraging
professional development and growth.
The NFMC believes that the planned capital expenditures by local mills will
stabilize the industry and increase demands from the forests it manages.
The NFMC will look to broaden the market for its products by working with
new entrants. The NFMC is encouraged by the restart of previously idled
sawmills and the development of the new biomass mill in Wawa and
believes that there are opportunities for future growth in the forest products
sector.
The IFA for the Big Pic Forest for the period covering April 1, 2009 to March
31, 2014 was completed in the fall of 2014. The NFMC has been proactive
and identified many of the issues raised by the IFA and corrected many of
the findings before the audit commenced. The NFMC will work with the
MNRF to address the recommendations outlined in the final audit report.

The NFMC management has reviewed prior silviculture practices and
identified a number of shortcomings (also identified by the Big Pic IFA. In
response, the NFMC has developed new strategies to ensure that the
renewal program will meet FMP objectives. The NFMC has planned a cost
effective renewal program for 2015-2016. The planned activities include:
Mechanical Site Prep (ha)

3,220 ha

Stock Production (trees)

4,250,000 trees

Planting (trees)

3,850,000 trees

Seed Collection (hL)

249 hL

Aerial Spray (ha)

2,600 ha

Supplemental Aerial Photography (ha)

23,462 ha

FTG Survey (ha)

100,000 ha

Upon receiving the SFL’s, the NFMC will assume the responsibility for forest
renewal including any past, present and future silviculture obligations
associated with the Big Pic and Pic River Forests. As detailed in the 20152018 SFL Business Plan, the corporation has access to sufficient funding to
ensure successful implementation of the silviculture obligation, it will use a
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combination of forest renewal funds, the Forestry Futures Trust and NFMC
revenues to address the existing silviculture obligation. The Pic River Forest
is currently below the prescribed minimum balance, the NFMC and the
MNRF have agreed that while the NFMC is working to address the historical
obligation a strategy to bring the Pic River forest renewal trust fund up to
the minimum balance was developed.

In conclusion, tenure modernization is a long-term commitment by the
Province to help revitalize Ontario’s forest industry. To adhere to this
commitment, the NFMC will continue its efforts at establishing a model that
creates new economic development opportunities for northern communities
and First Nations while ensuring the success and long term stability of the
forest industry surrounding the management area.
Finally, one of the NFMC’s priority areas for 2015-2016 will be the
development of economic opportunities for the communities and First
Nations in the NFMC management area. This will be accomplished through
open and honest dialogue and business development collaboration and the
development of the NFMC’s Strategic Initiative Policy.
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5.0 Audited Financial Statements
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Appendix 1 Challenges Addressed By NFMC Management / Mitigation Plan
ITEM

AWS Planning

FOPs

Forestry Service
Providers

ISSUE/CHALLENGE

MITIGATION PLAN

1. Lack of planning detail
and communications from
ground level operations
and use of multiple
forestry service providers
with no field connections
or ties to the forests has
resulted in:
-Constant revisions
-Missed stream crossings
-Poor prescriptions for tree
plant, site preparation
-GIS files not readily
usable by field staff

1. Hiring of local staff (e.g. Silviculturalist, Forestry Coordinator, GIS Technical
Specialist, and Forestry Planner) to reconnect planning to ground level operations;
utilization of contractors with 40 years combined experience forestry contracting on
Big Pic and Pic River Forests to help new staff establish forestry priorities,
operational and planning systems, and NFMC structure.
2. More focus on ground level planning to ensure “doing the right thing for the forest”
– staff in field now on a planning schedule to ensure silviculture (tree plant, site
preparation, tending) packages for next year are ready for timely bids and/or fall
viewing.
3. Forestry staff are assessing the GIS data (accuracy of free to grow and map
products) and completing assessments when it syncs with daily operational
silviculture tasks (i.e. site viewing, mapping).
4. Regular contact and interaction with harvest contractor foremen and layout techs
has started to ensure AWS map information is correct, usable and readily
available; and, to gain from their field observations and experience to streamline
planning (silviculture & future harvest) to make informed planning decisions on
actual ground conditions.

1. Lack of ground level details
and follow up to make FOPs
practical.
2. No tie to silviculture ground
rules has led to complete
revision and new
prescriptions.

1. NFMC staff currently reviewing approved FMP silviculture ground rules, for current
depletions, in the field to ensure correct
2. Future forest operation prescriptions for site preparation and tree plant will be
based on ground level conditions with constant follow up and tied back to original
silviculture ground rules with rationale for any changes

1. Lack of consistency in
service providers for GIS,
annual work schedules,
silviculture planning (each
having different work
methods that are not always
easily compatible) has
resulted in numerous data
errors.
2. No central database or
network for forestry.

1. NFMC has purchased an ArcView licence; the silviculturalist recently hired is also
trained in GIS.
2. NFMC has created an information portal for contractors to: download annual work
schedule maps directly to GPS units; have access to standard operating
procedures and policies (which are currently being developed).
3. NFMC presently reviewing use and challenges with current service providers with a
focus on using local service providers for GIS and joint venture silviculture,
information technology support for forestry data to integrate with NFMC forestry
staff – will allow for more cost effective use of forestry resources i.e. use strengths
of contractors to complete depletion mapping, joint venture to create economies of
scale for free to grow surveys, imagery, chemical purchase, tree plant, site
preparation, tending and FMP production.
4. NFMC will meet with contractors to investigate joint venture opportunities for FMP
planning, completing work for annual reports and annual work schedules.
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ITEM

Map Products

Silvicultural
Activities

FMP

ISSUE/CHALLENGE
1. Lack of consistency in
service providers has
created map errors.
2. Maps identified as not
planted have been found to
be planted.
3. NFMC believes free to grow
area during 2000-2009
incorrect, errors with data
management.
1. Existing and pre-NFMC
contracts lacked important
requirements for mapping,
quality, proper planning, all
service provider work
required NFMC oversight.
2. Last minute planning has
resulted in numerous errors
that make implementation
difficult (i.e. insufficient area
for site preparation
contracts, poor tree plant
prescriptions, etc.).
1. Amalgamation and different
FMP planning cycles for Big
Pic and Pic River.
2. Issues with new forest
resource inventory.
3. Cost of fixing errors in forest
resource inventory (time
and money)

MITIGATION PLAN

1. NFMC is completing disturbance (harvest, silviculture, free to grow) record maps
covering 2008-2013 (the period of bankruptcy of the previous SFL holders).
2. NFMC is verifying map records during daily activities to ensure correct and revising
to correct database and/or flagging for follow up work.
3. NFMC contracted for supplemental imagery of 2013-2014 harvest depletion
completed in early June on budget.

1. Cancelled herbicide site preparation and tending spray for 2014 due to lack of preplanning, late tender and possible issues with last year’s program (trees sprayed
before hardened off).
2. Renegotiated plant contracts to ensure trees planted in a shorter time frame than
originally planned – planted 4.3 million trees in four weeks (four days ahead of
revised plan) with good quality.
3. Created project management schedule to ensure tree plant, site preparation and
tending are planned one year in advance.
4. Currently determining spring site preparation remaining (2087 ha completed in
May-July) after plant for carry-over to the fall for the 2015 tree plant.
5. Currently working on 2015 tree plant, site preparation, tending packages.
6. Investigating long term contracts for efficiencies in contract negotiation and pricing
with aim of reducing management and renewal fees.
1. Reviewed unharvested FMP allocations and contingency with objective to create
a two year contingency plan that will allow sufficient time for FMP planning and
get Pic River and Big Pic on same planning cycle.
2. Believe there is sufficient allocation (as a result of surplus and contingency) under
the current long term management direction to allow extra time to correct
inventory, create a useful accurate FMP–NFMC staff currently working with
harvest operators to review and ensure a practical and economical harvest
chance exists for contingency plan.
3. NFMC staff working with contractors to plan depletions, corrections to roads layer
in 2007 inventory.
4. Contractor hired to work with MNRF to correct forest resource inventory typing,
depletions, yield data to create an accurate and useful planning inventory.
5. NFMC staff along with contract service provider(s) will assist with strategic
modelling, GIS and FMP writing to ensure planning is connected to the forest not
just a paper exercise.
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